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a b s t r a c t
A key ingredient in system and organization modeling is modeling business processes
that involve the collaborative participation of different teams within and outside the
organization. Recently, the use of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for collaborative
business modeling has been increasing, thanks to its human-friendly visual representation
of a rich set of structural and behavioral views, albeit its unclear semantics. In the
meantime, the use of theWebOntology Language (OWL) has also been emerging, thanks to
its clearly-defined semantics, hence being amenable to automatic analysis and reasoning,
although it is less human friendly than, and also perhaps not as rich as, the UML notation —
especially concerning processes, or activities. In this paper, we view the UML and the OWL
as being complementary to each other, and exploit their relative strengths. We provide a
mapping between the two, through a set of mapping rules, which allow for the capture of
UML activity diagrams in an OWL-ontology. This mapping, which results in a formalization
of collaborative processes, also sets a basis for subsequent construction of executable
models using the Colored Petri Nets (CPN) formalism. For this purpose, we also provide
appropriate mappings from OWL-based ontological elements into CPN elements. A case
study of a mortgage granting system is described, along with the potential benefits and
limitations of our proposal.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Often, system and organizationmodeling has to deal with business processes that involve the collaborative participation
of different teams within and outside the organization [38]. The Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) discipline
studies and analyses coordination mechanisms for effective human communication and collaboration, as well as the
systems supporting them. The inherent complexity of CSCW systems requires a great deal of effort in specification and
development [13], and themodeling of collaboration processes implies the participation of stakeholders of the organizations
involved. In this process, analysts and stakeholders may use different models to capture the business rules that govern the
relationships between different organization assets [2], namely structural models for describing the main entities and their
relationships in a domain, and behaviormodelswhich capture collaboration business processes. All these together configure
the enterprise system architecture for a collaborative system.
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The modeling of collaboration processes encompasses the conceptual modeling of a particular domain along with
simulation of executable business process models involved in that domain [7,8]. A key factor in this process is that, besides
themodels themselves, their inherent semantics should also be shared in order to achieve a commonunderstandingbetween
the collaborating participants [34].
AMENITIES [25] is a methodological framework for the study and development of collaborative systems which extends
and makes use of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [52]. In this framework, different models are subsequently used
by stakeholders (e.g., system architects, system analysts, users, testers, programmers, etc.) in order to model and analyze
the main characteristics of these kinds of systems (e.g. system structure and behavior to be supported). These models range
from those which provide a structural view of a collaborative system (e.g., class and object diagrams) to those which offer a
behavioral view (e.g., activity diagrams and state machines).
Although the resulting models can be discussed with stakeholders, as they are user friendly, a drawback of this approach
is that the information about systems’ assets and design decisions about how they interrelate may be scattered throughout
different models [42]. In addition, UML-based notations usually lack a formal model-theoretic and hence, clearly-defined
semantics to carry out validations on the resulting models automatically [9].
In the context of conceptual modeling, an ontology may also provide means for a comprehensive analysis of the main
entities involved in a collaborative system thanks to its clearly-defined semantics. Furthermore, ontologies are becoming a
suitable technology for describing systems formally so that automated reasoning and consistency checking can be performed
on models. The release of languages such as RDF-Schema (Resource Description Framework) [64] and OWL [60] as a W3C
Recommendation by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) have also boosted their use in spheres other than that of the
SemanticWeb [43,55]. In this sense, even from theObjectManagementGroup (OMG),main endorser of UML, the use of these
ontology languages is also advocated as a way to set the ‘‘formal grounding for representation, management, interoperability,
and application of business semantics’’ [51]. However, descriptions in these languages are rather verbose and not, therefore,
suitable to communicate with stakeholders [60], and they are not as rich as the UML notation for behavior modeling (they
do not provide native or built-in constructs, i.e., a vocabulary) or model execution either.
A round-trip mapping from semi-formal UML-based system models to formal ontology-based models could help to
harness the power of both types of models. The extendible nature of ontologies also underpins the foundations for future
richer ontology-based descriptions of collaborative processes in order to overcome UML activity diagrams’ limitations [56].
While mappings from static conceptual models of a system (e.g. a class diagram) are readily translatable into OWL-based
ontologies, behavior diagrams are not that easy to translate, since not all OWL versions provide built-in constructs to model
ordered sequences of entities with computational guarantees for reasoning processes [59]. This mapping is important so
that conceptual domain models can be complemented with collaborative business process models, which ultimately could
be executed [7].
Regarding the execution of the ontological models, the Colored Petri Net (CPN) formalism has been chosen [41]. A
mapping from the ontological entities involved in the description of activities to entities of a CPN model is also defined.
This lattermapping permits the analysis of system behavior properties (e.g. liveness, deadlocks, etc.) and enables simulation
tools to be applied. A collaborative business process for granting a mortgage where three different companies are involved
is used as a case study.
The aim of this work is to advance in the modeling and analysis of collaborative systems within the methodological
framework proposed in AMENITIES [25]. This paper is intended to take a further step in the previous research [23] by
harmonizing the semi-formal modeling and analysis of the structure and behavior of collaborative systems through the
use of a UML-based methodological framework along with two complementary formal technologies, namely:
• OWL-based ontologies whose strengths are the support for the exchange of information between stakeholders, and
structural analysis of the models to be built by means of validation and reasoning;
• Colored Petri Nets (CPN) whose strength is the analysis and simulation of executable models.
Mapping schemes from AMENITIES models to OWL-ontologies and from OWL-ontologies to CPN elements (in addition
to the adoption of a general structure in the creation of the CPN model), provide the means for the potential application
of the proposal to these systems. The availability of set of classes and constructors to specify collaborative processes in
OWL-ontologies is also expected to allow these collaborative processes to be exchanged and reused on the basis of
metamodel comparisons [21,26].
The proposal is applied to the business process field from the standpoint of collaborative systems. These are complex
systems influenced by social issues (organizations, actors, roles, responsibilities, etc.), enterprise strategies (cross-enterprise
collaboration, optimal scheduling of human resources, etc.), human coordination and communication (sharing resources,
performance, etc.) [7,25].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodological framework and context
of the proposal. Section 3 defines a way to translate UML-based activity diagrams into OWL that covers the so-called
intermediate level package [52]. Section 4 exemplifies the proposal on the basis of a case study. Section 5 poses potential
benefits of the ontology-based description of collaborative processes. Section 6 defines the execution semantics for the
ontology-based proposal. In Section 7, the relation of this contribution with other pieces of work is presented. Conclusions
and future work are presented in Section 8.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the AMENITIES methodological framework.
2. Methodological framework
In the following, we will try to summarize the main stages to be passed through when applying the AMENITIES
methodology. Fig. 1 shows the general scheme of the methodology with the main models and stages involved:
• Conceptual framework definition. A domain ontology [30] gives a high abstraction level of the collaborative systems to be
described in terms of the general concepts and relationships between them [46].
• Requirement analysis. The process for the capture and description of requirements ismainly accomplished bymeans of the
application of ethnography and use case techniques. However, other techniques, such as scenarios, interviews, etc., can
be used in a complementary way. Ethnographic techniques allow specialists to understand and document functional and
non-functional requirements for collaborative systems as perceived by outside users; it is easier to identify real practices
to be carried out by members of the group [25].
• Collaborative system modeling. An abstract system model (called Collaborative Model) is used for requirements’
description and negotiation [25].
• Analysis and validation. The previous work has focused on the execution of collaborative tasks without considering the
formalization of any structure for system behavior modeling, reasoning or validation [24]. Ontology-based models in
conjunction with the CPN formalism can be used to specify, visualize and reason about the structure and verify dynamic
properties of the system behavior.
• Software development. A Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)-based development process has been devised in order to
connect the elements of the different models used with software architecture components [23].
2.1. Domain conceptual model for collaborative systems
The AMENITIES methodology proposes a concrete conceptual model to describe the main entities (and their
relationships) that usually appear in a collaborative system. This domain model is represented in Fig. 2 in the form of a
UML class diagram.
According to this conceptual model, an action is an atomic unit of work. Its event-driven execution may
require/modify/generate explicit information. An activity is a set of related activities and/or actions. A task is a set of activities
intended to achieve certain goals. A role is a designator for a set of related tasks to be carried out. An actor is a user, an
agent, or an entity with certain acquired capabilities (skills, categories, and so forth) that can play a role while performing,
or being responsible for, actions and using artifacts (widgets, software applications). A group performs certain activities
depending on interaction protocols. A cooperative task is one that must be carried out bymore than one actor, playing either
the same or different roles. A group is a set of actors playing roles and organized around one or more cooperative tasks. A
law is a limitation or constraint imposed by the system that allows it to dynamically adjust the set of possible behaviors. An
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Fig. 2. AMENITIES conceptual model.
organization consists of a set of related roles. Finally, a collaborative system consists of groups, organizations, laws, events,
and artifacts.
2.2. Ontology concepts and OWL versions
Basically, an ontology can be viewed as a set of classes or concepts, the relationships between them and constraints on
these relationships to restrict the set of their possible interpretations [30]. AlthoughOWL is a language to describe ontologies
intended for the Semantic Web [60], it is in fact used to describe ontologies in many other contexts.
The OWL specification provides three versions of the language (Lite, DL and Full), which differ in their expressive power.
The DL version provides themaximum expressive power preserving computational guarantees for reasoning systems based
on Description Logics (DLs) [6]. DLs are a subset of First-order Logic (FOL) with decidable reasoning capabilities. This feature
is important in order to keep an ontology within the scope of OWL-DL reasoners and to perform consistency checks. Each
version of OWL is mainly based on RDF which provides some predefined vocabulary that can turn an OWL-DL ontology
into OWL Full [61]. In particular, the 1.1 version of OWL-DL supports the description logic ALCROIQ (a.k.a. SROIQ, with
S = ALC) [33], that, in turn, is an extension of the description logic SHOIN , in which the first version of OWL-DL was
based, and where AL stands for attributive language. The subsequent letters denote the possibility to express:
• C, complex concept negation;
• R, limited complex properties’ axioms (e.g. composition of properties, disjoint properties, reflexive and irreflexive
properties and negated properties assertions);
• O, enumerated classes of individuals;
• I, inverse properties;
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Table 1
Syntax and semantics of SROIQ and SHOIN .
Constructor DL syntax FOL semantics Associated letter
Atomic concept A AI ⊆ ∆I
Universal concept > >I = ∆I
Atomic property (or role, in the DL jargon) R RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I
Conjunction C u D (C u D)I = CI ∩ DI
Disjunction C unionsq D (C unionsq D)I = CI ∪ DI S
Negation ¬C (¬C)I = ∆I \ CI
Exists restriction ∃R.C (∃R.C)I = {x|∃y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI and y ∈ CI}
Value restriction ∀R.C (∀R.C)I = {x|∀y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI implies y ∈ CI}
Property (role) hierarchy R v S RI ⊆ SI H
Property
Complex inclusion axioms R v S
RS v S
SR v S
S1 . . . Sn v R
RI ⊆ SI
RI ◦ SI ⊆ SI
SI ◦ RI ⊆ SI
SI1 ◦ · · · ◦ SIn ⊆ RI
RAssertions Sym(R)
Tra(R)
Ref(R)
Irr(R)
Dis(R, S)
Sym(R)I if 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI implies 〈y, x〉 ∈ RI
Tra(R)I if 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI and 〈y, z〉 ∈ RI imply 〈x, z〉 ∈
RI
Ref(R)I if {〈x, x〉|x ∈ ∆I}⊆ RI
Irr(R)I if {〈x, x〉|x ∈ ∆I} ∩RI = ∅
Dis(R, S)I if RI ∩ SI = ∅
Individuals (or nominals) {◦} {◦}I ⊆ ∆I, ]{◦}I = 1 O
Inverse property R− {〈x, y〉|〈y, x〉 ∈ RI} I
Number restrictions > nR
6 nR
6 nRI = {x|]{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} > n}
6 nRI = {x|]{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI} 6 n}
N
Qualifying number restrictions > nR.C
6 nR.C
> nR.CI = {x|]{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI and y ∈ CI} > n}
6 nR.CI = {x|]{y.〈x, y〉 ∈ RI and y ∈ CI} 6 n}
Q
The symbol ] denotes set cardinality.
• Q, qualified cardinality restrictions, i.e., expressions like Role v (> 1 part_of.Organization) that allow concepts to be
described by the number of objects they are related to through a certain property (role) [31]. The expression above
means that all instances of the class Role are to be part_of, at least, one Organization.
Table 1 summarizes the syntax of some of the constructors used inOWL-DL (SROIQ andSHOIN ) and its formal seman-
tics in FOL expressions for an interpretation I = (∆I, ·I), where∆I is an interpretation domain and ·I is the interpretation
function that assigns to each concept C a subset CI of∆I and to each property R a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I .
An OWL-DL Knowledge Base (KB) is a set of assertions of either the form R v S or C v D, with R and S properties (roles)
of the same arity. An interpretation that satisfies all assertions in an OWL-DL KB K, is called a model of K. Henceforth, all
references in the text to the OWL language will refer to the OWL-DL 1.1 version.
Basically, translations fromdomainmodels (such as the one in Fig. 2) into OWLmodels can be straightforwardly achieved
by simply mapping UML classes into OWL concepts, and UML associations to OWL properties (relationships). Attributes can
also be captured by properties relating a class to the class or datatype of the attributes. The instances of the classes of a UML
class diagram can be mapped into instances of the corresponding concepts of an OWL knowledge base. The same matching
strategy has been followed in others pieces of work [10,21,51]. This would result in a computer-processable description of
the systemdomain that enables further reasoning and consistency checks as long as a class is not treated both as a class and as
an instance of a class. The rationale for thismapping and reasoningprocesses to be feasible is groundedon the following facts:
• It is possible to obtain a formalization in FOL of both, a UML class diagram and an OWL knowledge base over the same
alphabet, so that interpretations are compatible [10].
• It is true that it is not possible to fully capture UML class diagrams in SROIQ (and therefore, in OWL), since there
are no constructs to express n-ary relationships and identification and functional dependencies. However, the mapping
approach depicted above can be considered ‘‘correct in the sense that it preserves class consistency, and hence essentially
all reasoning services over UML class diagrams’’ [10,12].
• Identification and functional dependencies’ constraints are not needed to perform sound and complete usual reasoning
tasks such as class consistency, class subsumption and class equivalence. Moreover, n-ary associations can be translated
through a commonly-used pattern called reification [10]. This consist of modeling the n-ary association as a new concept
instead of as a propertywhose instances represent tuples of the n-ary association, and n new functional properties (roles),
one for each participant of the association [59]. A particular variant of a property, called tree-model property, of the
SROIQ description logic guarantees that there will not be two instances of the reified concept for each tuple of the
association [45,32].
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Fig. 3. Certain OWL-DL classes defined for sequence description.
3. Domain model for collaborative process ontologies
A way of translating the entities of conceptual models for collaborative systems (see Fig. 2) into OWL-DL ontologies has
been described in the previous work [23]. The design of these ontologies is beyond the scope of this paper. In this section a
way of complementing this domain model is proposed in order to enable the representation of collaborative processes.
The conceptual model in Fig. 2 is a metamodel against which collaborative models built according to AMENITIES may
be validated. For instance, it defines a task as a set of work units. This is sufficient for modeling a collaborative system
structure. As far as the modeling of collaborative processes is concerned, rather than doing so, the work units (i.e., activities
and actions)will need to be arranged in ordered sequences. This is the purpose of UML activity diagrams and their intended
use in AMENITIES.
In OWL, domain entities are described in terms of classes of resources and properties. RDF provides the list constructs (i.e.,
rdf:List, rdf:first, rdf:rest, rdf:nil) to implement sequences of ordered elements, but its use converts an ontology specification
into an OWL Full ontology (i.e., without computational guarantees for reasoning). At present, no other support is provided
for sequence descriptions, which must be done by means of workarounds [59]. Other proposals have translated the RDF list
constructs into OWL concepts, but without providing any further mechanism to infer any property about the order of the
activities [20,63].
The solution proposed in this paper is to connect the AMENITIES conceptual framework with a set of extra classes and
relationships so that the order of the activities in a task can be specified in a sequence. As long as they are classes and
relationships, they can be easily translated into OWL-DL concepts and properties respectively, and can also be employed as
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Fig. 4. Integration of task sequence classes in the collaborative system domain model.
a metamodel to validate and test collaborative task descriptions. An excerpt of the specification of this set of extra classes
is shown in the OWL Functional-Style Syntax1 in Fig. 3:
The pattern followed consists of considering every task (or a cooperativeTask according to the metamodel in Section 2),
as described_in a sequence of steps (see Fig. 3). Activities can also be described in terms of sequences of steps. One step is
merely an abstraction employed to connect the stages through which a sequence passes through. Steps are classified into
control_flow_steps, work_unit_steps (activity_steps and action_steps) and information objects steps (amore complete hierarchy
is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 4). These steps are only used to gather the nature of what is to be performed, used or
produced at each step under a common denomination, namely:
• a set of constructs to rule over the control flow in a task, (e.g., initiate, finalize, join, fork, merge, choose, etc.). First_step,
Final_step, Sync_Step, etc., classes are defined accordingly. In turn, sync_steps are subclassified into fork_steps and
join_steps, and correspond to horizontal thick bars used in activity diagrams to synchronize or initiate a set of activities
to be executed in parallel;
• a work_unit (an activity or an action) which was also previously described in the AMENITIES conceptual framework (see
Section 2.1);
• an information object generation as a result of the accomplishment of an activity or an action.
From a conceptual modeling point of view, every sequence comprises at least one first_step and additionally further
sequential steps, ending in a final_step. Every step-class instance can be followed_by zero or more instances of the step-class
(excepting the instances of the Final_Step class). Likewise, there is a guard associated with each instance of the followed_by
relationship. Such a guard is a condition to be evaluatedwhenever the control flow reaches its associated step. If it is evaluated
to TRUE, the control flow may continue towards the next step, connected through the followed_by relationship.
However, in this approach a 3-ary relationship for the flow between two steps is implicitly defined, namely: the source
step, the target step and the guard to be checked. Thus, the flow relationship between two steps is reified in a class that
we have called Followed_by_Relation. Then, the followed_by relation connects the source step with the reified class Fol-
lowed_by_Relation, and instances of this class will connect to the target step and the guard to be evaluated, through two
new relationships: following_step and evaluate, respectively. Nonetheless, this scheme fits better with the UML 2.0 meta-
model for activity diagrams, where the edges representing the flow between two activity nodes are also modeled through
a class, namely, the ActivityEdge class (see Table 2). Thereby, the connection between the two metamodels is direct and the
ActivityEdge class can be directly mapped onto the Followed_by_Relation class as we will see in the following subsection.
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl11-syntax/.
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Table 2
Mappings between AMENITIES UML-based activity diagrams and entities in the ontology.
AMENITIES
UML-based activity
diagram element
Symbol Class/property in the ontology Specification in DL
Initial node Class First_Step First_Stepv Control_Flow_Step
First_Stepv (> 0 followed_by¯) u
(6 0 followed_by¯)
First_Stepv (> 1 followed_by)
Control_Flow_Stepv Step
Stepv ∀part_of.Sequence
Activity or Action,
and Role
- -
ClassWork _Unit (an Activity
or an Action)
Class Role
ActivityvWork_Unit
ActionvWork_Unit
Rolev ∀ do.Work_Unit
Rolev (> 1 part_of.Organization)
ActivityNode or
ActionNode
Class Activity_Step or
Action_Step
Work_Unit_Stepv Step
Activity_StepvWork_Unit_Step
Action_StepvWork_Unit_Step
T v ∀do¯.Work_Unit ( ∀do.Role
DecisionNode Class Decision_Step Decision_Stepv Control_Flow_Step
Decision_Stepv (>2 followed_by)
MergeNode ClassMerge_Step Merge_Stepv Control_Flow_Step
Merge_Stepv (>1 followed_by) u (61
followed_by)
Merge_Stepv (>2 followed_by¯)
Send-Signal
ActionNode
Class
Send_Signal_Action_Step,
class Action, class Action_Step,
class Event and property send
Send_Signal_Action_Step≡ Action_Step u
∃ performs.Send_Signal_Action
Send_Signal_Actionv Action
Send_Signal_Action≡ Action u
∃send.Event
Receive-Signal
ActionNode
Class
Receive_Signal_Action_Step,
class Action, class Action_Step,
class Event and property receive
Receive_Signal_Action_Step≡ Action_Step u
∃performs.Receive_Signal_Action
Receive_Signal_Actionv Action
Receive_Signal_Action≡ Action u
∃receive.Event
ForkNode/JoinNode Class Fork_Step and Class Join_Step Fork_Stepv Sync_Step
Fork_Stepv (>1 followed_by¯) u (61
followed_by¯)
Join_Stepv Sync_Step
Join_Stepv (>1 followed_by) u (>1
followed_by)
Sync_Stepv Control_Flow_Step
Flow/Edge
(Class ActivityEdge in
UML 2.0)
Property followed_by of Class
Step, class Guard, Class
Followed_by_Relation,
property evaluate and property
following_step
Followed_by_Relationv (>0 evaluate) u
(61 evaluate)
T v ∀evaluate.Guard u
∀ evaluate¯.Followed_by_Relation
T v ∀following_step.Step u
∀following_step¯.Followed_by_Relation
ControlFlow Class
Control_Followed_by_Relation
Control_Followed_by_Relationv
Followed_by_Relation
Control_Followed_by_Relationv (>0
following_step.Information_Object_Step)
ObjectFlow Class
Object_Followed_by_Relation
Object_Followed_by_Relationv
Followed_by_Relation
Object_Followed_by_Relation T v (>0
following_step.Work_Unit_Step)
Object
- -
Class Information_Object Information_Objectv
∀part_of.Cooperative_System
(continued on next page)
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Table 2
(continued)
AMENITIES
UML-based activity
diagram element
Symbol Class/property in the ontology Specification in DL
ObjectNode Class Information_Object_Step
and property is_in_state
Information_Object_Stepv Step
T v ∀is_in_state.State u∀is_in_state¯.
Information_Object_Step
Signal ObjectNode Class Information_Object, class
Information_Object_Step, class
Action, class Event, property
send and (inverse of) property
produce
Signal_Object_Stepv
Information_Object_Step
Signal_Object_Step≡
∃produce¯.Send_Signal_Action
Final Node Class Final_Step Final_Stepv Control_Flow_Step
Final_Stepv (>0 followed_by) u
(60 followed_by)
Final_Stepv (>1 followed_by¯)
The symbolv denotes subsumption and is to be interpreted as a set inclusion CI ⊆ DI .
The symbol≡ denotes set equivalence, and thereby C ≡ D is to be interpreted as CI = DI .
3.1. Connection between models
The set of classes defined in the previous section is just an extension of the collaborative systemdomain entities’ ontology.
The new classes and properties are intended so that collaborative processes can be specified in an underlying ontological
description of a collaborative system. For this reason, they only define a skeleton with the classes and properties needed
to model sequences of activities in a collaborative process (i.e. sequence, first_step, activity_step, final_step, decision_step,
followed_by, etc.), andmake use of other classes and properties already defined in the domain model of Fig. 2 (e.g. task, work
unit, activity classes and do, produce, etc. properties). This schema also emphasizes the distinction between activities and
actions from their actual execution/arrangement within a task.
The relationship described_in links the new classes to classes of the domain by connecting a task or an activity with the
sequence of steps needed to accomplish it. In fact, both sets of classes complement one another. They serve to bring about a
cohesive collaborativemetamodel that helps to improve the description of structural and behavioral views of a collaborative
system. Fig. 4 shows a graphical representation obtained from an OWL description of the domain model. This diagram has
been obtained from its OWL specification using the Jambalaya plug-in [35] for Protégé [40]. Subclasses of Control_Flow_Step,
Work_Unit_Step and Information_Object_Step are not shown so as not to complicate the diagram. For the same reason, certain
other relationships of the domain model, (e.g. inverse properties of the ones shown), have been hidden.
Role, Information object, Interaction protocol and Event are other types of elements shared by both metamodels.
As for the connection with the UML 2.0 metamodel for activity diagrams, the add-on classes in the ontology allow
covering the so-called Intermediate level in the UML Superstructure Specification: ‘‘the intermediate level supports modeling
[. . . ] concurrent control and data flow, and decisions’’ [52]. Table 2 summarizes the elements in activity diagrams and their
corresponding element in the ontological description. It is worth noting that it is possible to fully capture the UML 2.0
metamodel for activity diagrams in an OWL-DL ontology, since:
1. The syntax and semantics of UML activity diagrams specified in the UML 2.0metamodel are reflexively specified in terms
of UML classes and associations.
2. None of the constructs of UML class diagrams that cannot be expressed in OWL-DL (i.e. identification and functional
constraints, and n-ary relationships, cf. Section 2.2), are used in the metamodel of UML activity diagrams. Thus, every
instantiation I = (∆I, ·I) that is a model (of the FOL formalization) of an activity diagram, is also a model of the
corresponding OWL representation built according to the mapping scheme of Table 2, and vice versa.
From the point of view of conceptual modeling it would make little sense to simply codify the UML metamodel for
activity diagrams in an OWL-ontology, besides the reasoning power of the latter. On the contrary, additional properties for
further reasoning about activity arrangement are provided, e.g. the relationship precede that will be explained in Section 5.
Finally, the metamodel specification for UML activity diagrams surprisingly seems to mix the classes for activities and
actions with their graphical representation in an activity diagram. For example, the instances of the class Activity are to
be represented in an activity diagram through instances of the class ActivityNode. This is the same approach followed
by our OWL representation by means of the Activity and Activity_Step concepts. However, in the UML activity diagram
metamodel, the class Action (a conceptual modeling abstraction) is defined to be a subclass of the class ActivityNode (a
graphical representation) [52]. The presented proposal does not follow the same scheme and preserve the independence of
activities and actions from their graphical representation in an activity diagram.
It would be possible to obtain the same original UMLmodel from its mapping onto an OWL specification according to the
parallelisms established in Table 2, since there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the classes and relationships
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in both formalisms. Nonetheless, specific constructs in the OWL model, such as the precede relationship (see Example 4 in
Section 5) defined to reason about the order of steps (activity and action nodes in UML), cannot be expressed in UML and
therefore cannot be mapped from OWL to UML.
UML activity diagrams are equipped with partitions or swimlanes to graphically delimit those tasks within the scope of
a concrete role or actor. Themulti-participant nature of certain collaborative activities makes it impractical to carry out such
partitions based on roles which are likely to overlap.
Alternatively, in AMENITIES, the set of roles involved in each activity are specified within the rounded border boxes of
each activity node. The underlying ontological model proposed spans the collaborative system domain model where tasks,
roles and actors, who play those roles, are specified, and thereby, it may maintain the traceability between the tasks (the set
of activities and actions comprising them) and the groups of actors that accomplish them.
4. Case study: Mortgage granting
In order to seewhether our analysis techniqueworks, and also to discover anyweaknesses, we have applied our proposal
to amortgage granting application. The applicationwe have studied reflects a real company, butwith some sanitization (e.g.,
no name revelation) and also with some creative imagination.
The UML-based activity diagram in Fig. 5 describes a business process for granting a mortgage which a client has
applied for at a branch office. This process entails the collaborative participation of people from the staff of three
different organizations: a branchOffice, a valuationOffice and a notaryOffice. The process starts with two activities, (i.e.,
collectApplicantData and value), which are performed by the headOfRisk of the branchOffice and an appraiser from the
valuation office, respectively, and which can be carried out in parallel. The cooperative task mortgageGranting ends with
the signing of the titleDeed by the notary, the bankManager of the branch, and the client.
In the central section of Fig. 5, we have tried to depict the ontological description for each stage that the cooperative
task mortgageGranting may pass through. For clarity and space limitations in the figure, we have used a concise ad hoc
language instead of the verbose RDF/XML or OWL functional syntax, and we have also omitted the representation of
guards and activity edges (which correspond to instances of the class Followed_by_Relation) by just simply considering
two steps as connected via the followed_by relationship. Blue-line boxes and curly brackets have been used to highlight
ontological descriptions (e.g. First_Step: first_step_1 followed_by Step: step_1). The right-hand side of Fig. 5 shows the
graphical representation of the same task from its specification in OWL. The identification names given to each step in the
sequence (first_step_1, step_1, step_2, etc.) are irrelevant, although we have tried to assign them using increasing suffixes to
facilitate their traceability in the diagram.
The same occurswith the names given to the synchronization points and decisions.Wehave used the red color to indicate
some of these elements of the domain model for collaborative processes such as fork_step_2 or decision_step_1. Blue arrows
and rectangles, and red arrows and labels are not part of activity diagrams. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referrred to the web version of this article.)
The names ofwork units (e.g. createDeed, openAccount, agreeAndSign, etc.) are relevant and should correspond to instances
of activities or actions of the proposed conceptual framework (see Section 2.1.).
The potential place of one step in the sequence is determined by the steps it may follow and the steps it may be
followed_by. The actual order in which a step is executed depends on each particular execution of the task in which it is
engaged since certain steps have to choose between different alternative paths depending on the value of their related
guards (for instance, the evaluation of certain conditions on decision steps may entail the control flow to vary from one
execution to another).
5. Exploiting the ontological model
The proposed mapping from the AMENITIES UML-based notation to ontological descriptions of business processes, in
conjunction with ontology-based structural domain models, provides an underlying basis so that analysts can elaborate
cohesive and formal system models while using intuitive languages such as UML. Likewise, it sets the basis so that OWL-
based proposed models for activity diagrams can be executed and simulated given appropriate mappings from ontological
models to formalisms that allow executable model to be defined, such as CPN-based models.
It is worth noting that ontological descriptions are mainly intended to preserve the consistency between different
models. This section describes a set of situations where validation and reasoning can be applied to analyze properties of the
specification of a model such as completeness, correctness, etc., as well as to infer some relationships between its entities,
such as the order in which certain activities take place.
Thus, let us imagine that a system analyst has defined various entities of the mortgage system by instantiating some
classes of the domain model (e.g. roles, tasks, etc.), and then, its behavior in an activity diagram. In Fig. 6 an object diagram is
represented while in Fig. 7 an activity diagram is represented. Both figures have been designed for the same system setting.
However, the analyst who devised them has made a mistake and what these figures mean does not fully coincide (and
hence, corresponding ontology statements for them do not coincide either; see the right-hand sides of both Figs. 6 and 7).
For example, in Fig. 6 it is only stated that the headOfRisk role does the decideConcession activity, whereas in Fig. 7 it is stated
that the headOfRisk and the bankManager roles do it. Furthermore, the bankManager object has no type assigned yet (i.e.,
to be an instance of the Role class).
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Fig. 6. Specification of some of the mortgageGranting system entities at a structural level.
Fig. 7. Specification of activity decideConcession behavioral level.
Fig. 6 shows the situation where the task mortgageGranting is declared to be a CooperativeTask. The activity
decideConcession is part_of the mortgageGranting task and makes_use_of the information object debtReport. The role
headOfRisk does the activity decideConcession. The OWL specification of these statements appears on the right-hand side
of Fig. 6 in the OWL Functional-Style Syntax.
Fig. 7 shows part of the activity diagram for the mortgageGranting cooperative task where the activity decideConcession
is assigned to the roles bankManager (not yet ‘‘declared’’ as a role in the structural model: see Fig. 6) and headOfRisk (actors
playing these roles are supposed to do it), andmakes_use_of the information object titleDeed.
In the previous scenario specification, a support tool [37] with an automated reasoner for OWL-DL could infer or suggest
the following actions on the system description.
Example 1. Detection of incompleteness. At the structural level in an object diagram (left-hand side of Fig. 6), it has been
specified that the task decideConcessionmakes use of the information object debtReport, but due to a designer’s mistake, it
has been stated in the activity diagram (behavioral level) that this task makes_use_of the information object titleDeed. The
aforementioned tool could detect that both specifications are distinct:
decideConcession amenities:make_use_of debtReport 6= decideConcession amenities:make_use_of titleDeed
Subsequently, the reasoning tool could question the designer in order to act accordingly and complete the system
specification. For example, if the titleDeed is another way to name the debtReport, they can be declared identical using the
OWL statement sameAs. In any other case, the tool could ask about the action to be done on the ontology (add new statements
to the knowledge base of the ontology and/or delete others from it). Fig. 8 depicts this situation.
It is important to note that OWL reasoning is based on the Open World Assumption (OWA), related to monotonic logics,
and which implies that every statement might be true unless it is explicitly stated the opposite [60]. In other words, the
knowledge base defined by an OWL-ontology is presumably incomplete. Our aim is for the analyst to take control over what
to infer in each situation, i.e., the completeness or incompleteness of the knowledge base. This would entail the use of the
so-called epistemic operator [19,11]. However, the support for the epistemic operator by OWL reasoners2 has recently been
addressed and is currently under test [39].
Example 2. More on incompleteness: ‘‘cascade’’ reasoning. As mentioned previously, the partial activity diagram in
Fig. 7 for the task mortgage granting specifies that an entity named bankManager and the role headOfRisk, jointly do the
activity decideConcession. So far, we have supposed that there is no previous declaration about what a bankManager is.
The formalization of the AMENITIES conceptual framework in an OWL-ontology declares the domain and range of the do
relationship as follows:
2 http://pellet.owldl.com/faq/single-page.
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ObjectProperty(amenities:do)
ObjectPropertyDomain(amenities:do amenities:Role)
ObjectPropertyRange(amenities:do amenities:Work_Unit)
Fig. 8. Detection of incompleteness between models.
Fig. 9. Inference of a class on the basis of the domain of a property.
An OWL reasoner could then infer that the entity bankManager is a role to be played in the system because roles do
activities. Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of the Protégé ontology editor where the inferred class role for the element bankManager
appears highlighted in beige.
Then, the reasoner can even start a cascade reasoning process. For instance, in AMENITIES roles are to be part_of
organizations. Therefore, the reasoner could ask whether to link the bankManager role to any of the existing organizations,
i.e., the branchOffice, the notaryOffice or the valuationOffice, or even a new organization. Furthermore, roles are also to be
played_by at least one actor. Thus, another reasoning process could start to complete the bankManager role specification.
Finally, in the context of the Petri Net execution semantics proposed in this work, this kind of reasoning is also connected to
the existence of appropriate actor tokens for carrying out each activity. This issue is described in greater detail in Section 6.3.
Example 3. Reasoning correctness. The activity decideConcession is assigned (using the do relationship) to the headOfRisk in
the object diagram. Let us now consider that it has been decided that the cooperative taskmortgageGranting is to be part_of
the constituent tasks of the role headOfRisk. Then, the activity decideConcession can be inferred to be also part_of the role
headOfRisk. The transitive nature of the part_of relationship allows the correctness of this statement to be inferred according
to the structuralmodel definition, i.e., the object diagram in Fig. 6. Actually, the reasoning process is a little bitmore complex
since, on the one hand, there are defined some cardinality restrictions on the part_of relationship for certain classes of the
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Fig. 10. Detection of correctness and inference of completeness between models.
Fig. 11. Example of entailments on the precede relationship.
AMENITIES conceptual framework (Fig. 2), and on the other hand, in OWL it is not permitted to define cardinality restrictions
on transitive properties [62]. In order to circumvent this problem, a transitive super-property is_within of part_of is defined.
This way, cardinality restrictions are to be defined on the subproperty, i.e. part_of, and the transitivity is to be defined on
the super-property, i.e. is_within. This same approach has been adopted in other pieces of work [20]. Fig. 10 outlines the
reasoning process.
In other words, by detecting incompleteness derived from the use of different system views, a reasoner can suggest
changes (Examples 1 and 2) or verify the correctness of the model (Example 3).
When it comes to business processes, further advantages can be achieved. The relationship followed_by between steps
helps to trace the control flow of activities within a task. However, there exist multiple cardinality restrictions on the
followed_by relationship for the different Step classes (see Table 2), and thereby, followed_by cannot be declared as a transitive
property [62]. Moreover, as previously explained (Section 3), the followed_by relation does not link two steps directly,
but through the class Followed_by_Relation. In this case, an additional transitive property is defined, (i.e., precede), as the
composition of the property followed_by with the property following_step that helps to enrich the specification of order
relationships between activities [20]:
followed_by ◦ following_step v precede
This assertion can be formulated thanks to the power of the complex role inclusion axioms provided by the SROIQ
description logic and recently supported by OWL reasoners.3 In particular, this property allows specifying that the step in
which one activity is performed will take place sometime after the accomplishment of another activity in a previous step.
Therefore, the fact that one activity taking place eventually after another can be specified (regardless of activities in their
3 http://pellet.owldl.com/features/#standard.
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Fig. 12. Reasoning on the order between activities.
corresponding steps which are to be executed in between). Additional constraints can be imposed to boost the semantics
of the model or to avoid the opposite behavior. Fig. 11 shows an example of the ‘precede-facts’ that can be inferred by a
reasoner for the first step of the sequence of Fig. 5. These facts are entailed (but not explicitly declared), by the description
of the task mortgageGranting in OWL. It can be seen that the first step of the sequence for the mortgageGranting task, i.e.
first_step_1, precedes all the steps in that sequence. Entailed facts are highlighted in beige color.
Example 4. Reasoning on activity ordering. As a way to improve the reliability of the system, certain activities are split
into risky and supervision activities. In addition, the system adopts a rule whereby after an activity classified as risky, a
supervision activity should eventually appear in the control flow. This rule can be checked by means of the precede relation.
For example, in the mortgageGranting task in Fig. 5, the decideConcession activity is considered as risky. In turn, the activity
giveApproval is classified as a supervision activity. For simplicity, we will consider that the steps in which decideConcession,
prepareDocuments, draft and giveApproval (see Fig. 5) are to be carried out are step_w, step_x, step_y, and step_z, and the
corresponding instances of the class Followed_by_Relation that link two steps are fwd_by_x, fwd_by_y and fwd_by_z. In this
case, the assertion to be checked is whether or not:
step_w precede step_z
According to the semantics of the precede relationship:
step_w followed_by fwd_by_x
fwd_by_x following_step step_x
(step_w followed_by fwd_by_x) ◦ (fwd_by_x following_step step_x)→ step_w precede step_x
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If we repeat the same process for each pair of adjacent steps in the control flow, we have:
step_w precede step_x precede step_y precede step_z→ step_w precede step_z
Fig. 12 depicts the reasoning process.
As is, the proposed schema does not take into account alternative execution flows which may not lead to a supervision
activity. For a complete verification of the rule satisfaction, a recursive procedure is to be employed where, in addition to
checking that the step performing a risky activity precedes a supervision one, the same applies to all its subsequent steps
until a step performing a supervision activity is reached in all the alternative branches. At present, existing rule and constraint
languages such as the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [65] and the Protégé Axiom Language (PAL) [29] do not allow
these kinds of ‘‘procedural’’ validations to be specified and tool support is limited [40,57]. So far, the analysis of reachability
between activities is carried out by executable models specified using the CPN formalism.
6. Execution semantics
This section firstly introduces the justification of the election of the CPN formalism to provide an operational semantics
for the collaborative process models presented herein. Secondly, the semantics is defined in terms of a detailed mapping
between ontology and CPN elements, togetherwith a structure for the complete CPNmodel. And finally, the existing analysis
techniques for the behavior analysis are explained using some examples.
6.1. CPN for an operational semantics
The requested operational semantics for collaborative process models stems from the conceptual framework outlined
in Section 2, in combination with the semantics provided by the UML activity diagrams’ notation. The mapping will be
described by using OWL descriptions (see Table 2), provided that there is no information loss in the mapping from UML
activity diagrams’ elements onto OWL elements (as shown previously), i.e., this mapping could also be done directly from
intermediate UML activity diagrams to CPN elements.
The major reason to provide specific operational semantics of UML activity diagrams applied to the modeling of
collaborative processes is that the OMGUML Specification document (in its current version 2.0) already provides a definition
of their semantics non-normative, but rather informative [52]: ‘‘structure of activities and execution semantics are loosely
based on Petri Nets (PN)’’. On the other hand, CPN provides powerful primitives for modeling concepts and systems
exhibiting concurrency (subcomputations, synchronization, etc.) [41]. In particular, this formalism has proved to be useful
for creating compact models in the case of complex systems [68], and our election is especially due to the following facts:
• The manipulation of tokens exhibits true concurrency semantics by means of the step concept [36], i.e., when (at least)
two non-conflictive transitions may occur at the same time. This situation can be expected for the collaborative process
domain, as the model must be actually supported by multithreaded activity diagrams with the existence of several
variation points that are not present in regular UML activity diagrams. For instance, several actors collaborating in the
same task, but with different responsibilities or involved in more than one task, can lead to different interpretations.
• The combination of activities/actions, decisions, data, events and complex transitions (fork-join constructions) exhibits
the expressive power of UML activity diagrams. CPN allows expressing this richness since activity diagrams/state
machines are a kind of CPN where each transition has at most one input place and at most one output place [5].
• The existence of a mechanism for a modular definition (called substitution transition);
• The existence of a formal semantics to carry out a complete and highly automated analysis (i.e., validation and verification
of properties).
• In comparison with PN (low-level Petri Nets), CPN (a kind of high-level Petri Nets) do not need to add up to a number
of supplemental transitions/places in order to evaluate pre- and post-conditions associated with transition enabling.
CPN allows associating guards with transitions and the definition of tokens using colors (types) which entails more
flexibility since no annotations (comments) reflecting language elements are needed. Thus it is possible to model control
and data flows as well. All these elements are metadata in ML (the CPN ML functional language [35]) for annotating
types, variables, constants, operators, expressions, sentences and functions, and are denoted as inscriptions associated
with arcs, places and transitions. That information is actually neededwhen applying analysis techniques, except for labels
of places and transition names used for readability reasons, just as in other programming languages.
By examining the domain of the collaborative processes (organization roles played by actors with capabilities and who
accomplish work, support for explicit communication using artifacts, etc.), the focus is on modeling entities, attributes and
functions checking state changes in order to provide the precise operational semantics and analyze dynamic properties, as
described in the following subsections (see [35] for a detailed introduction to CPN concepts for modeling concurrent system
and capturing their behavior).
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6.2. Mapping between ontology and CPN elements
Themodel transformation requires the understanding of the elements in each involvedmodel, and also knowledge about
the given domain, in order to establish the corresponding equivalences for the mapping between elements and to interpret
them. For the ontological system description presented above, general and detailed correspondences between ontology and
CPN elements have been established.
The adopted conceptual framework for collaborative systems encompasses both atomic and non-atomic work units,
activities and actions respectively. Activities may be interrupted (if specified) in a direct way as actors can be involved in
several tasks simultaneously and abandon the performance of an activity and return to it later. By identifying activities
with transitions, at a first glance, no activity could be interrupted (actors can alternate between several tasks in course)
since transition firing is considered instantaneous, but the common CPN hierarchical modeling technique uses substitution
transitions. Hence, if a transition represents an activity, it is decomposed intomore activities/actions (other transitions) and
the corresponding resting points (places)which enable interruptions, since the control flow can return to these intermediate
places for continuing the activity later on. In this way, changes in status of the information belonging to the data flow are
also modeled directly as they can be reflected to action and activity levels thanks to the port places.
Moreover, CPN enables a quite directmapping (almost one-to-one), since no extra nodes are added for transition enabling
conditions which are expressed as guards to be checked before firing them, as opposed to low-level PNs. Simple reduction
rules can also be applied. Nevertheless, in other cases (i.e. transitions not associated with any particular activity/action)
some extra nodes have to be maintained in relation to the synchronization of consecutive constructs and the evaluation of
guards, respectively:
• Transitions serving as synchronization points between the join node and the fork node of two consecutive fork-join
constructions.
• Transitions for implementing (guarded) outputs of decision nodes leading to elements such as final, fork and other
decision nodes.
Themapping decisions are summarized in Table 3 and described in detail in the following subsections using the previous
case study as an example (see also the Appendix section for a graphical mapping summary between the constructs of the
three languages considered, i.e., UML, OWL and CPN). The description focuses on those concepts involved in the behavior of
the system. In particular, it concludes with the key concepts task, activity, action and step.
Actor , Role and Capability. Each instance of the class actor is mapped to a token whose color is defined by (through the
CPN ML functional language [35]):
colset = productactorId ∗ roleSet ∗ taskSet ∗ capabilitySet ∗ status;
or rather by the Cartesian product of the following color sets:
• actorId: a unique identifier for each actor
• roleSet: a finite set of roles currently played by the actor
• taskSet: a finite set of tasks that the actor is carrying out
• capabilitySet: a finite set of capabilities acquired by the actor
• status: a color set {interruptible, non-interruptible}.
In this way, an actor is considered to be equivalent to a unit of a type of resource; hence there is a token for each actor in
the system. Fig. 13 represents the CPN module for themortgageGranting task using the CPN Tools [16]. Tokens representing
actors are assigned to the I/O port place called ActorsIn. This is a port place because it appears in other higher levels of the
module hierarchy in the CPNmodel (as it will be shown in the following subsection). For each transition in the model there
exists one incoming arc and one outgoing arc, or alternatively, a double-headed arc in the case of both arcs sharing the same
inscription, connecting with the place ActorsIn. This setting represents the actors’ availability to perform activities/actions
in a task if theywere initially involved in an instance of it (reflected in the color set taskSet). The ActorsIn place connects with
each transition and would require long arcs to reach it. For the sake of clarity (to avoid entanglements), this place has been
unfolded into several places in the samemodule bymeans of the fusion place option provided by the CPN Tools. In Fig. 13, all
of these places have the tag fusion set ActorsIn associated (within a rectangle box). A fusion place is a set of graphical places
that are the same logical place indeed; this simplifies the structure without changing of meaning of the CPN model.
The roles an actor play, the tasks in which an actor is involved, and the capabilities that the actor has acquired at a given
moment are associated with the corresponding token by using the color sets roleSet, taskSet and capabilitySet, respectively.
The color set status is used to model one actor’s internal state when he/she is involved in concurrent tasks. An actor’s state
may be either interruptible (indicating that the actor can switch between tasks in order to carry out their activities/actions),
or non-interruptible (indicating that the actor is carrying out a set of activities/actions of a specific task in an indivisibleway).
Therefore, the actual execution takes into account the interruptible state of the actor to perform different activities/actions
(probably of various ongoing tasks).
Guard. In CPN, transitions can have associated guards (i.e., constraints for transition enabling), which means that the
ontology guards have a direct translation to CPNmodels, i.e., while the guard condition is not satisfied the transition cannot
occur. More detailed information about ontology guards is given below togetherwith task/activity/action and step concepts.
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Table 3
Mappings between ontology and CPN elements.
Ontology class/Property CPN element Summary/Comment
Class Collaborative System CPN model The overall CPN model which is accessible through the main
module (see Section 6.3)
Class Actor Place and token The token is defined by the Cartesian product of five color sets.
There exists a place that stores all tokens representing actors.
Class Role Color set A color set in tokens representing actors.
Class Capability Color set A color set in tokens representing actors.
Class Event Place and token Each event is typed a token. There exists a place that stores all
tokens representing events.
Class Guard Guard Guard associated with a transition.
Class Information Object Token Token including a color set for internal state. The token is defined
by the Cartesian product of two color sets: one that corresponds
to the information object itself and another one that corresponds
to its internal state.
Class Task Substitution transition and a
color set
A substitution transition and a color set for tokens representing
actors currently involved in that task are defined .
ClassWork_Unit_Step
(Activity_Step or Action_Step)
(Substitution) Transition A substitution transition in the case of an Activity_Step (it has an
associated module). A transition in the case of an Action_Step.
Class First_Step Transition This transition instantiates the associated actions generating a
specific token for each executing task instance.
Class Final_Step Transition This transition consumes the execution tokens that represent each
executing task instance.
Property followed_by of class Step, class
Followed_by_Relation and property follow-
ing_step of class Followed_by_Relation
Set of places and arcs Arcs determining the transition ordering at the corresponding CPN
module. Substitution transitions and transitions are related one
another through Step instances, the followed_by relationship, the
class Followed_by_Relation and the following_step relationship.
Class Decision_Step Set of arcs and guards The same number of arcs as the number of different alternative
paths the Decision_Step has (instances of the followed_by relation).
Each arc is the incoming arc for the corresponding transition rep-
resenting the first Activity/Action in the alternative. The corre-
sponding guard is associated with each of these Activities/Actions.
Class Sync_Step
(Join_Step or Fork_Step)
Set of arcs and places As many incoming/outgoing arcs as the number of instances of
the followed_by property associated to the Sync_Step are to be
associated to the preceding/following transition.
Information object. Apart from the control flow occurring during the execution of a CPN model (which is represented by
using a specific token for each instance of the ongoing execution), the model includes data flow which is also mapped to
extra tokens. Whenever the control and data flows are not coupled between activities/actions, a new place is required to
store each data token (e.g., the titleDeed place contains these resources generated by the activity agreeAndSign). This allows
information objects to be modeled in a more intuitive and expressive way, i.e., as independent (even permanent) resources
that may be used at any later time. Information objects can be associated with input/output parameters of processes. This
requires including the corresponding place into appropriate locations so that its scope is correct.
Task, Activity, Action and Step. These classes are identified with transitions so that activities may be interrupted (i.e.
between actions comprising the activities). More specifically, both tasks and activities are mapped onto substitution
transitions, which is the common CPN hierarchical modeling technique, thus enabling interruptions because its
decomposition into other activities/actions and places enables returns to the previous state (as described above). Fig. 13
depicts the corresponding module defining the substitution transition corresponding to the mortgageGranting task. In
addition, this module includes other activities (substitution transitions are drawn as double-line boxes) to be defined in
separate modules (e.g. activity feasibilityStudy). An action, as an indivisible unit of work, is modeled bymeans of a transition
that cannot be decomposed into other activities/actions. In our case study, the action collectApplicantData is fired when:
• an actor in an interruptible state is available (represented by the double-headed arc specifying the need for a token with
an interruptible value in the color set status),
• each of the three information objects required are also available (i.e. one token in eachplace payroll,unpaids and accounts),
• there is a control flow in this point (incoming tokenm), and
• the guard G2 is satisfied.
Guards must always ensure that the transition occurs in actions when tokens (actors) are involved under the
corresponding role in the task. The First_Step transition annotated this fact in the color set taskSet of the actor (token) when
the task was instantiated. This is what the guard G2 checks before firing the collectApplicantData action. According to the
functional language CPN, ML is specified by:
funG2(t) = memt, (‘‘headOfRisk.mortgageGranting ’’, inst(mortgageGranting)).
That is, the functionmem (which is predefined in the CPN ML language), and therefore G2,returns TRUE if the t color set
tasksSet of the actor (token) contains the pair playing the role required (headOfRisk) and the instance (predefined function
inst) for the concerned task (mortgageGranting); otherwise, it returns FALSE.
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Fig. 13. CPN module for themortgageGranting task.
The Steps classes and their property followed_by determine the execution order locating arcs and places between
transitions. The specific function assigned to the transitions of the First_Step and Final_Step classes is, respectively, to create
and remove different execution instances for the same task. The Decision_Step class is mapped to a set of arcs and guards in
charge of providing the different alternative paths on the basis of the guards specified in the ontology, which are included
in guards associated with the first transition in each path (e.g. guard G5 in the decideConcession activity). Each Sync_Step is
mapped, for forking and joining the control of parallel activities/actions, onto the previous transition with one outgoing arc
and place for each consecutive concurrent activity/action, or onto the next transition with one place and one incoming arc
from the preceding activities/actions, respectively (e.g. collectApplicantData action and value activity).
Event. An event is also considered to be equivalent to a unit of a type of resource; a tokenwill be generated for each event
instance. There is an arc from the place that stores all events to each transition requiring an event. The same is applicable
to transitions generating events, but in this case the transition has an outgoing arc. For example, the corresponding event
mortgageApplied would be generated by the actor client as a consequence of the previous execution of another task (not
specified in this paper) in charge of modeling part of the client’s behavior in the system. In particular, that event would
contribute to the First_Step transition enabling (in Fig. 13), then the transition firing would give the instantiation of the task
mortgageGranting. Events are also generated in this task during and after its completion, e.g. for the subsequent instantiation
of another task in the system. This allows providing the other unstructured way available in UML for connecting between
actions, apart from those UML structured control flow constructs considered, in the same tasks or even in different ones.
6.3. General structure for the CPN model
In addition to the correspondence between ontology and CPN elements, the general structure for the CPN model is to be
defined. This is mainly accomplished by mapping tasks and activities to substitution transitions which, in turn, are defined
in separated modules. This leads to a hierarchical module structure for the CPN model which is shown in Fig. 14. It should
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Fig. 14. Hierarchy module for the overall CPN model.
Fig. 15. Top-level module for the CPN model.
be noted how the previous mortgageGranting#15 module is part of a higher-level module Tasks#10 which contains all the
tasks defined in the system. Arcs in this figure are labeled with the name of the substitution transitions.
Additional modeling decisions to reach this structuremust be taken in order to complete the execution semantics. Fig. 15
shows the top-level module for the CPNmodel (system#1). It comprises twomain parts associatedwith the two substitution
transitions shown (AcquireAbandonRoles and InvolveAbandonTasks) and these are briefly described as follows.
The transition AcquireAbandonRoles is in charge of assigning initial roles to the actors coming out of the organization
(see the initial marking assigned to the ActorsOut place), i.e. to include roles in the color set rolSet of the tokens in the place
ActorsOut. The same transition will then add or remove values in the color set rolSet of each token, i.e. when actors in the
organization (place ActorsIn) acquire or abandon roles. This is performed by various transitions included in the module for
the transition AcquireAbandonRoles (Roles#5module in Fig. 14), and which basically are:
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• a specific transition to assign the initial role to each actor entering the organization,
• a transition for each new role that can be acquired, and
• a transition for each current role that can be abandoned.
The module Role#5 also contains the port place ActorsOut (since this is a place that already appears at the top-level
module) connected by means of an incoming arc to the transition in charge of assigning initial roles, and the port place
ActorsIn connected by means of a double-headed arc with each transition.
The substitution transition InvolveAbandonTasks (module Tasks#10) consists of a substitution transition for each existing
task, the port place ActorsIn and a double-headed arc connecting them. Each transition in this module (as shown in the
previous subsection for themortgageGranting task) is in charge of instantiating task executionswhen actors satisfying certain
requirements (e.g. they have acquired the necessary roles, capabilities, etc.), are available.
The place ActorsIn is connected with both transitions AcquireAbandonRoles and InvolveAbandonTasks. Hence, this implies
that the actors can concurrently acquire/abandon roles, get involved in/abandon tasks and even carry out specific
activities/actions of different tasks.
Additionally, actions in tasks can produce or consume events, and therefore the Events port place will be included
in modules where these events can be required. Note that the conceptual framework provides a sufficiently abstract
modeling level on the basis of concepts such as actor, role, capability, etc, and relationships between them, that allows
encompassing the computer systems together with their environment (the same idea is behind [22,17] using CPN and
signal nets, respectively), i.e., the adopted conceptual framework aims at providing a full view of the system where a
very significant part of it models the world outside (humans, organizational roles, etc.) and the machines (hardware and
software). For instance, the tasks defined may be carried out by either (i) human beings as users of the functionality a
specific software can offer within a collaborative system (e.g. when a client applies for a mortgage granting filling out an
application form in internet), or (ii) computer programs supporting at least part of that functionality (e.g. intelligent agents
assisting experts).
6.4. Behavior analysis
The CPN language has a mathematical definition of its syntax and semantics; therefore it can be subjected to various
analysis techniques, which assist the validation of themodel and verification of properties. In general, simulation techniques
can carry out performance analysis by calculating, for instance, transaction throughputs [68]. It is also possible to verify
dynamic properties by applying occurrence graphs [36,1]. Various tools exist supporting the creation and analysis of CPN
models; it is worth mentioning Design/CPN [18] and CPN Tools [16]. CPN computer tools include syntax and type check,
simulation and state space analysis. Other additional techniques based on transition-invariant analysis can be applied to
verify properties such as soundness [44].
As previously mentioned, the model presented in this paper has been created by using CPN Tools; software and
documentation canbe obtained free of charge. Beyondmodeling, CPNToolsmake it possible to carry out simulation, property
verification, model checking and performance analysis [36]. In particular, simulation and verification of dynamic properties
are applied to the case study as described below.
Simulation. Through scenarios, simulation leads to a better understanding of a CPN model, as well as to the possibility of
a systematic correction of mistakes made in the system design. Simulation can be either [16]:
• interactive, allowing the designer, thanks to the feedback provided by a graphical animation, to follow transition enabling
and choose what transition will be fired when several of them are enabled, or
• automatic, providing final report of the full or partial model execution.
Fig. 17 depicts an excerpt of the resulting report listing occurred steps for an automatic simulation of the module in
Fig. 14 (the mortgageGranting task). The initial marking consists of six tokens for the place ActorsIn (each one with one of
the different required roles), and one token for each one of the following places: Events, payroll, unpaids, and accounts. The
report includes in each line: the step number, the timewhen a transition was fired (0 in case of untimedmodels), the names
of the transitions fired, and an instance of the module where the transition is located. Furthermore, the user can establish
the report to show values for bound variables for each step, and also stop the simulation at a specific instant or transition
by using different kinds of monitors available.
Occurrence Graphs. CPN Tools allow verifying behavior properties using different techniques available. State spaces (i.e.
occurrence graphs) can be generated automatically enabling the verification of several properties by taking into account all
executions of the model:
• The model execution may never terminate, which implies that other tasks may wait forever, i.e., there exist infinite
occurrence sequences for a same transition and therefore an infinite state space.
• Certain activities cannot be performed from the moment certain markings are reached, i.e., there exist dead transitions
for a given marking (liveness property), due to bad system design.
• It is always possible to reach a state in which to compare the results of applying different strategies, data, etc., i.e., there
exists a marking which can be reached from any reachable marking (home properties).
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Fig. 16. Automatic simulation (left) report for themortgageGranting task.
Fig. 17. State space report for themortgageGranting task.
• Certain resources are never destroyed, which should be true for actors, i.e., howmany and which tokens a place can hold
when considering all reachable markings (boundedness).
• The systemmay stop before completion and then it might be necessary to acquire resources properly (actors, etc.), then
all the transitions are dead in a given marking (deadlock).
Two examples of behavior analysis applied to the case study are presented next.
Example 1. Task execution. Fig. 16 shows an excerpt of the space state report generated for behavior analysis of themodule
in Fig. 13 (the mortgageGranting task). Firstly, the statistics show the size of the state space and the Strongly Connected
Components (SCC)-Graph (i.e., graphs whose nodes are subgraphs of the state space). For the mortgageGranting task there
are 13 different possible states and 14 arcs linking them. When there are fewer nodes in the SCC-Graph, it informs about
the existence of cycles in the state space, which helps to determine that infinite occurrence sequences may take place and
that the execution of the model may never finish. This is not the case for the module analyzed. Secondly, a place is bounded
if and only if it has an upper integer bound. The best upper and lower integer bounds specify, respectively, the maximal
and minimal number of tokens that can reside on a place for all the possible executions. When the upper and the lower
integer bounds have the same value for a place, the initial number of tokens in this place is maintained for all the markings
reachable (e.g. 6 tokens for themortgageGranting’ActorsIn place according to Fig. 17). Finally, we can conclude that the task
always finishes correctly since:
• There is one homemarking corresponding to state number 13. This means that it is always possible to reach themarking
where the task successfully finishes.
• The state number 13 is also the only dead marking, what implies that it is always possible to finish the task because that
marking means the completion of the task.
• As mentioned before, infinite occurrence sequences are not possible because of the absence of cycles (according to the
SCC-Graph results).
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Fig. 18. Tasks#10module.
Now, we suppose that the model for the mortgageGranting task was constructed with only an incoming arc from the
ActorsIn place to the prepareDocuments transition instead of a double-headed arc. Then, the state space reportwould indicate
that the ActorsIn place is also bounded (the upper bound obtained was 6), but the number of actors in the system is
not constant (the lower bound obtained was 5). In addition, the number of reachable markings would be smaller (the
obtained number was 9) and the state corresponding to the task termination would not appear. This is a consequence
of the fact that a token was lost when the prepareDocuments transition was fired and that token is necessary for the
enabling of the createDeed transition. In summary, tokens representing actors should not have been lost during the task
execution.
Example 2. Task coordination. Collaborative systems are complex to design since many elements are to be taken into
consideration, as well as the relationships between them. The previous example specifically analyses the correct definition
of a single collaborative process. However, in a collaborative system, the occurrence of concurrent and non-deterministic
execution of various individual/collaborative processes (even of several instances for each one of them) is typical, and
therefore some types of coordinations between them are required.
Let us now consider for our case study one more collaborative task called automaticCreditGranting. As described in
Section 6.3 and shown in Figs. 14 and 15, the whole system in which collaborative processes take place is translated
into a hierarchical CPN model. Fig. 18 depicts the module Tasks#10 with the two tasks to be considered. As previously
mentioned, this module consists of a substitution transition for each existing task, the port places ActorsIn and Events, and
a double-headed arc connecting these transitions and places. Each substitution transition in this module is responsible for
instantiating different task executions when the required conditions are satisfied, e.g., certain actors have acquired the
necessary roles.
Fig. 19 (on the left) shows the AMENITIES-based activity diagram and its corresponding CPN model (on the right) for
this new task. It is intended to concede or deny a personal credit to a client in an almost automatic manner. The task looks
like very similar in structure and size to the previousmortgageGranting task. The requirement to be highlighted for the new
task is that the activity checkLimits, which is performed by the actor who plays the headOfRisk role, needs the previously
calculated information object debtReport. This report is generated for each client in the task mortgageGranting. Hence, this
implies that a client may get an automatic credit only if he/she has applied for a mortgage loan in the same branch before,
and therefore the branch has information about his/her payroll and other personal information.
The left-hand side of Fig. 20 shows an excerpt of the state space report generated for behavior analysis when considering
the two mentioned tasks in the module Tasks#10 (Fig. 18) and corresponding modules (see also Figs. 14 and 19). The state
number 42 is a dead marking that does not match with the final state or the desired execution. It becomes more apparent
from the list of dead transition instances, since for several of these transitions (e.g., the automaticCreditGranting’AgreeAndSign
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Fig. 19. automaticCreditGranting task.
transition) an alternative execution sequence does not exist and therefore they have to occur exactly once to reach the task
completion. The reason for this deadlock is that, apart from the explicit coordination of tasks bymeans of events, sometimes
an implicit coordination by means of information objects is needed. This is the case for the information object debtReport
generated by the activity mortgageGranting’feasibilityStudy. This information object should have been permanent and
accessible for the automaticCreditGranting’CheckLimits activity. Thus, both tasks should be able to manage the same instance
of this information object; see the resulting analysis on the right-hand side of Fig. 20 corresponding to this last setting.
Actually, the debtReport information object should have been specified as an output parameter of themortgageGranting task
and as an input parameter to the automaticCreditGrantingTask. This fact could be captured bymeans of a place at the Tasks#10
module level with two arcs: each one connecting with one of the two tasks.
Additionally, the previous scenario also poses the issue of the correction of the current design, e.g., applying for a
personal credit requires either to have applied for a mortgage loan or only to carry out the calculus of the debt report and
contract other financial products (e.g. open an account). The latter scenariowould involve the redesign of these collaborative
processes, perhaps creating a new and independent task for calculating the referred debt report.
The aim of this analysis, albeit simple, is to demonstrate the usefulness of applying the occurrence graphs and existing
tools. In the case of large or infinite state space, it is feasible to restrict CPNmodels to other versions with finite state spaces,
but preserving themain significant characteristics of the original model. CPN Tools alsomake it possible to investigate other
particular properties using predefined functions for user-defined andmodel-dependent queries, and even formulate queries
in temporal logic. Moreover, they include various reduction techniques that, to a certain extent, face the issue of the state
explosion.
7. Related work
There have been several mapping proposals from UML models to OWL-ontologies, so far. In [27,51], an Ontology
Definition Metamodel using Meta Object Facility (MOF) is defined [49], so that UML and its related technologies can be
used in the development of OWL-ontologies. The aim is also to facilitate the exchange of models, possibly specified
using different formalisms. The reasoning capabilities provided by OWL enable its application to system integration in
Model-Driven Architecture contexts, and thereby facilitating the collaboration between organizations. Reasoners can detect
inconsistencies in a model or validate it according to a given specification [51]. The work in [21] introduces a representation
of the Bunge’s ontology in UML and its translation into an OWL representation. However, all these proposals are focused on
the representation of concepts and relationships, such as those represented in a UML class diagram, but not processes. On
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Fig. 20. State space report excerpts for the module Tasks#10.
the other hand, mappings are rather informative and no further semantics is defined to harness OWL constructs’ expressive
and inference power.
On the other hand, due to a wide range of theoretical results, applied techniques and developed tools, the PN formalism
has been demonstrated to be successful to model and analyze all kinds of concurrent systems. In [53] a mapping from
WS-BPEL (Web Services Business Process Execution Language [48]) constructs onto PN structures for a complete WS-BPEL
semantics formalization enabling control flowanalysis, aswell as a conformance checking between real anddesired behavior
of the process is presented. A mapping fromWorkflow Flow Nets (WF nets) onto BPEL has also been proposed in [5] on the
basis of Colored Petri Nets (CPN). This proposal argues that such amapping or idea can be used tomap other source languages
(UML, Event-driven Process Chains – EPC –, etc.) onto BPEL. The research work presented herein has showed how to support
the conceptual modeling of collaborative processes, then, how themapping of the resultingmodel onto OWL (used together
with related technologies) allows the accomplishment of structural analysis of them, and finally, how the mapping from
OWL onto CPN enables their validation regarding behavioral analysis in terms of simulations and verification of further
properties of those of structural analysis.
In the context of business process modeling, the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm is gaining growing
acceptance [53]. According to the SOA referencemodel [47], there are entities (‘‘people and organizations’’) with the capability
to meet the needs of other entities. A service is ‘‘the mechanism by which needs and capabilities are brought together’’.
Nonetheless, SOA is closely related to the software architecture field. At present, there are many service specification
standards which define service component architectures in terms of service provider components. These standards mainly
differ in the level of abstraction to specify service composition. Service Component Architecture (SCA) [54] and OWL-S
[63] are high-level service oriented approaches that fit in with the philosophy of SOA. SCA and OWL-S provide service
composition frameworks to be implemented in other service description technologies such as WS-BPEL [48], WSDL [66]
and even traditional programming languages such as Java.
SCA ‘‘provides a model both for the composition of services and for the creation of service components’’. Its specification
focuses on software implementation aspects, rather than the business context.
OWL-S is an OWL-ontology for describing web services. It is intended to enable automatic Web service discovery,
invocation, composition and interoperation. As for service composition, the ontology can be seen as a language which
provides a vocabulary with control constructs similar to those in traditional programming languages (e.g. If-Then-Else,
Choice, Repeat-While). In OWL-S 1.0, since the languagemakes use of the RDF-list constructs, service descriptions fall outside
OWL-DL and OWL-DL-based reasoners [63,58]. The OWL-S 1.1 version provides amirrored description of the RDF constructs
for lists, but without additional semantics that permits to reason about the arrangement of the activities in a task [20].
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Fig. 21. Relation between the ontology-based models and SOA’s.
Although SCA andOWL-S advocate the importance of sharable semantics of the entities described in a service description,
their focus is actually on the semantics of the constructs rather than on the semantics of the entities modeled. The aim is
shifted to the correct construction/processing of service specifications instead of the analysis of what those specifications
mean. In our opinion, the proposed approach in this paper is stronger.
Another aspect is the treatment of the social context inwhich business processes take place. SCA-based andOWL-S-based
models focus on the interaction between (software) components. When dealing with collaborative systems, the human
aspects of complex interactions (e.g. negotiation, coordination, communication) must be present in high-level abstraction
business process models [7]. Nevertheless, collaborative processes are to be supported by some kind of computerized
system. We consider the proposed approach in this paper to be a previous stage before delimiting actors’ boundaries and
their connections with the actual system artifacts they are supposed to employ (see Fig. 2). Subsequently, it would be
possible to specify how these artifacts interoperate between them. Once again, the ontological model may help to check
the consistency between a cross-organization system model and the model of the software system that supports it. Fig. 21
depicts this situation using the SCA representation for composites of services for the activities collectApplicantData, value
and feasibilityStudy (see Fig. 5).
8. Conclusions and future work
In the process of modeling collaborative systems, some design decisions (groups, actors, roles, artifacts, etc.) can be
reflected in structural models of the systems such as class diagrams, while others can be captured in behavior models such
as activity diagrams (activities, tasks, etc.). Despite this, it is desirable that design decisions in the different models do not
lead to inconsistent system descriptions. It is also desirable that the semantics of these models may be shared by all the
collaborating organizations. Ontology and related technologies such as the OWL language have proved to serve both aims
while preserving the same abstraction level. However, while the translation of structural models such as class diagrams to
ontological descriptions is relatively straightforward, the translation of behavioral models is not that simple. To overcome
this limitation,wehave proposed amapping fromUMLactivity diagrams constructs to a set of OWL classes and relationships,
and then, we have applied it to a case study of a mortgage granting process.
Moreover, ontologies provide mechanisms to reason about the system model descriptions that can help to improve
the development process by detecting inconsistencies, verifying models and inferring new assertions on the domain not
declared explicitly. We have defined the precede relationship on the basis of the composition of other two relationship,
namely, followed_by and following_step, in order to enable reasoning on the order between activities. We have tried
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to illustrate the inference capabilities of the provided OWL specifications through different reasoning examples. The
main drawback of the approach presented is the verbosity of descriptions with still insufficient and unfriendly tool
support for them. Further efforts should be directed to implement such tools and to provide stronger mechanisms to
infer higher abstraction level properties for collaborative process modeling such as reachability or dependency between
activities.
Although ontology-based technologies enable the capture of precise semantics about concepts, these technologies are
oriented towards themodeling and formal reasoning on the structural concerns of a system at a high level of abstraction and
in a highly declarative manner. One important weakness of such technologies, though, is the limited capability associated
with them, concerning reasoning on the ordering between activities. Hence, often it becomes desirable to use other
formalisms as a complement to analyze a system’s dynamic behavior inmore depth, as required by the collaborative systems.
In other words, the idea behind combining domain-ontology-based modeling and CPN formalisms essentially is that we
can exploit the powerful primitives of the CPN formalism to have direct, precise execution semantics for the ontological
description of a system bymaking explicit concurrency, non-determinism, synchronization and resource sharing, while also
enabling an automatic and guidedbehavioral analysis. For using our complimentary approach,wehaveprovided appropriate
mappings from OWL constructs to CPN.
Despite these strengths, oneweakness of CPN-based analysis is the state explosion problem, apart from other limitations
when modeling workflows [3]. The former problem is addressed by applying methods specially devised to reduce the state
space [14,15]. NewCPN-based extensions (including formal semantics) are being proposed to overcome the latter [4]. Future
work will address these two main problems by an in-depth study of verification techniques to be applied to these specific
domain models, and also advanced characteristics in the specification of complete collaborative processes (workflows and
other kinds of collaborative systems). From the standpoint of conceptual modeling, another drawback is that the level
of abstraction is reduced, that is, the completeness of a model is checked through the absence/presence of tokens that
represent conceptual abstractions in ontological and UML-based models. Concepts like roles, capabilities, etc., require a
greater modeling and follow-up effort than other languages recently proposed [4,8]. Other issues concerning concurrent
executions of a same task and non-persistent events have to be managed explicitly.
Finally, this research adopts an overall perspective in an organizational context, addressing themodeling of collaboration
processes in general and not only as workflow (control-flow) processes. Its aim is to stress that the description of a system
should not focus on a concept of the system in particular, but on all of them in general. Although, UML is recognized
as a valid technology for business modeling, open issues still remain [56]. The coverage of intermediate activities [52] is
only a first step before accomplishing other challenging collaborative processes’ specifications concerning other execution
perspectives, namely resource (or organization), task (or function), and operation (or application) perspectives [3]. Although
both execution of a task and specification of the information flow are important [28], other different enterprise points of
views (cross-enterprise processes, efficiency, etc.) pose new challenges which need to be tackled.
The AMENITIES framework has been a subject of study of four projects of the Spanish Government for the study and
analysis of collaborative processes and where several Spanish universities have been involved. Moreover, this framework
has been taken as a reference for several proposals in the CSCW field. Likewise, the incorporation of ontology-related
technologies in the AMENITIES framework has helped to find inconsistencies, complete it and foster its sharing and
reuse.
However, in its current state, the major drawback for its wider validation and use of the proposal is the lack of specific
tool support for it. At present, a tool for visually elaborating OWL knowledge bases is under development. From its OWL
specification in RDF/XML, it would be also possible to devise appropriate eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation
(XSLT) [67] documents that would enable to automate the translation of the ontological description of a task control-flow
into a CPN in PNML, as done in [21,26,27]. The XSLT files are still to be devised. Finally, concerning the automatic mapping
fromOWLmodels to CPN, there still remains to address the translation of guards (their codification in the Object Constraints
Language – OCL [50] – is being studied) into ML in order to lessen the analyst endeavor during this process.
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Appendix
This section contains a table intended to better clarify the mappings between the elements of the three formalisms
considered in this paper, namely: UML activity diagrams, OWL and CPN. In the case of UML and CPN we have chosen to use
their graphical representation.
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